Carnival Schedule

OVER-ALL SCHEDULE
Sunday February 14
Torch Lighting 1:00 PM UC
Reception LaFollette 12-1 PM
Kick Off Band Concert Fieldhouse 8:00 PM
Monday February 15
Rope Pull 4:00 Behind Fieldhouse
Pancake Eating Contest 5:00 Behind Center
Hair-Do, Legs, Knees and Hot Calls 6:00 Fieldhouse
Tuesday February 16
Rope Pull 4:00 Behind Fieldhouse
Wednesday February 17
Basketball 5:00 Behind Allen Center
Thursday February 18
Basketball 5:00 Behind Allen Center
Loyalty Oaths For WSU System

News Analysis

Most bills that are referred to committees appear fairly harmless, but certainly not always; carefully and with due amount of consideration before being passed or rejected. However, some bills come in that are unmistakable to the point of being ridiculous. To further contemplate passing such a bill seems highly irrelevant. This Assembly Bill 111 is just such a bill.

Introduced by Representative Hephnew, a seemingly dedicated Democrat, the bill proposes an "affidavit of responsibility" to be taken by students as a condition or voting the overthrow of the government. It proposes an "affidavit of responsibility" to be taken by students, faculty and teaching assistants. It seems highly irrelevant. Some bills come in that are unmistakable to the point of being ridiculous. To further contemplate passing such a bill seems highly irrelevant. This Assembly Bill 111 is just such a bill.

Nore. Is it? This bill not only questions the idea of "responsibility", it proposes a great deal of conflict. The bill goes on to say that "at the time of registration each semester, the board of regents shall provide each student at the university with a copy of its rules governing student conduct and penalties applicable thereto, and shall provide for the distribution of any changes to such rules and penalties. No student may complete the registration at the university until he subscribes to the following affidavit: "I, the undersigned, am not knowingly affiliated with an organization advocating the overthrow of the governmental form of the United States or Wisconsin by force, violence or other unlawful means. I have received and will read the current written rules established by the board of regents. The student then supposedly pulls out his pen, and with a determined, patriotic look on his face, swipes his signature along the dotted line. "Is this America? To want to prevent any disturbing, physical overthrow of government is a fatuous notion for us all to agree upon. Violent action is hardly ever worth the cause, and most always concludes with property damaged conditions and injured people. The student then signs a pledge to be uncommitted to campus organizations that could or might disrupt government, state, or university procedure becomes an insult to the rights and freedom of that person. It is unfortunate to imagine that a university could dictate the future decisions of a student. The point is that it is unfair to pinpoint student and teacher by forcing them to sign a pledge stating they will not disrupt the government and or university. Changes are they wouldn't, and wouldn't imagine engaging in a violent upheaval to the government. It is more a matter of freedom that exists. The problem lies not in the answer to this bill, but in the validity of it: the danger is not in the money that a potential riot might erupt, but the danger of what a bill like this could do to the morale and dignity of students and teachers alike. Could they be controlled by a university?"

What Representative Hephnew was thinking about when he designed this bill we will never know. It supposedly evolved from a "promise-to-take-action" pledge during Hephnew's campaign; a rash, and dangerous, way to collect votes.

However, I think a sigh of relief can be assured. "John Bohl, Student Senate president, went to Madison a short while ago to get information on the bill. He met with ten key assemblymen, who all said the same thing: the bill will never pass. The outcome looks very encouraging.

(And) the reasons should be obvious ones.

Froines Of Chicago 8 Speaks

Is the Movement dead? According to John Froines, co-defendant in the Chicago 8 Conspiracy Trial, it is very much alive. Froines, brought to trial by the federal government, Student Activities, spoke to an overflow crowd at the Wisconsin Union on Tuesday night in the Wisconsin Room and noted, regarding the movement as a whole, "there is always level is increasing all over the campus."

Froines offered little comment on the trial itself, noting how his trial on "Communist propaganda" (3) is unlikely to end. Froines major concern in his speech was the escalation of the war by the Allied invasion of Laos on February 4.

Speaking of the Ann Arbor Student and Youth Conference, which took place during the weekend of February 6, Froines outlined two important highlights of that gathering. First, the conference received an address from the late Senator Robert L. F. Farnsworth and Representative of South Vietnam to inform the American people of the current problems in Vietnam. The mounting massive demonstrations in the US have been the source a two-part resolution stating that "March 3, 1965," the Vietnam War could not be ended. This protest against the imperialistic war policy that, if, by May 1st, 1971, Nixon has not announced a definite date for complete withdrawal, it will be the intention of the people to stop the government from function.

Froines spoke of the history of the war since 1968 New Hampshire primary, specifically eluding to the development of the Nixon "Vietnamization" strategy. Froines charged that Nixon, realizing he must cut the costs of the Vietnam War, tied on a peace to isolate the PRG from its base power in the country, seeking to turn the Vietnamese peasants into the citadel of anti-war resistance. According to Froines, the administration has developed a four point plan (1) Use of B-52s for saturation bombing of the countryside.

Froines Of Chicago 8 Speaks

In a four-page letter (dated Feb. 9) to President Dreyfus, John Anderson of the University News Service, resigned as co-adviser to the Pointer. Anderson has held the pool for the past ten years.

Anderson put forth three reasons for his resignation. First, he feels that he is not qualified to advise a staff that produces a publication of national importance in his experience. He does not believe that the Pointer "continues to exist as a newspaper," rather than a "tarnished journal of community information which is not even objectively inform students." Anderson is concerned about "being party through my position as co-adviser, to the Pointer. Anderson is interested in the Pointer as "especially perplexed" by this series of circumstances.

Included in the letter was a list of thirty-two recent news stories which, in Anderson's opinion, have been patently "underReported. He feels that the Pointer has access to "nearly 36 news releases a week," which is "diluted from the Pointers' usual practice of objectively informing students." Anderson feels that the Pointer has access to "nearly 36 news releases a week," which is "diluted from the Pointers' usual practice of objectively informing students."

In his summary remarks, Anderson contends that "students are not being informed about what is happening on campus." The Pointer has access to "nearly 36 news releases a week," which is "diluted from the Pointers' usual practice of objectively informing students."

In his summary remarks, Anderson contends that "students are not being informed about what is happening on campus." The Pointer has access to "nearly 36 news releases a week," which is "diluted from the Pointers' usual practice of objectively informing students."

In his summary remarks, Anderson contends that "students are not being informed about what is happening on campus." The Pointer has access to "nearly 36 news releases a week," which is "diluted from the Pointers' usual practice of objectively informing students."
Landlord of the Week

Mr. Gary Palmer is our landlord of the week. She and her husband Gary, who is a teacher at P. J. Jacobs, net over twenty thousand dollars per year from the houses they rent to students. Owned by the Palermers are the following houses: 

According to Mrs. Palmer, their expenses per year for the four houses consist of the tax ($2,066.72), the cost of heat, electricity, and water ($2,700), and cost of repairs and redecoration $150. Since the gross income from these houses is 

The interior walls, floors and ceilings will be kept in sound condition. The outside of the house will be kept clean with no weeds, holes, cracks, loose or warped boards.

(Interior) Walls and ceilings will be kept in sound condition. The inside or outside of the house will be kept clean with no dirt, holes, cracks, loose or warped boards.

Floor surfaces will be regularly cleaned and free from dirt, grease, paint or other objectionable material. 

Section 96. Exterior openings. There will be kept in sound condition, the outside of the house, at least once a year.

The cellar will be kept clean and free from dirt, grease, paint or other objectionable material. 

Mr. and Mrs. Palmer are very pleased with the condition of Two bedroom houses in the Stevens Point Housing Code. 

Stevens Point, Wisconsin, February 15, 1971, THE POINTER
Monday, February 22, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon and 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Mutual Life Insurance Company - All graduates for increased medical coverage opportunities. Guaranteed salary plus incentives.

Tuesday, February 22, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., two schedules, State of Wisconsin - All business and health majors, including social workers. Mr. Dennis Tierney (Placement Center, Cudahy Public Schools, Cudahy) will discuss, as to interviewing and should not sign up on this listing.

Tuesday, February 23, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Madison Police Department - All majors for police careers with the Madison Police Department.

Wednesday, February 24 - Thursday, February 25, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., U. S. Air Force - All majors (men and women).

Monday, March 1, 1971, Sheboygan Public Schools, Sheboygan. Mr. Douglas M. Born, Ass'nt Supt., Personnel Department, will discuss careers and should not sign up on this listing.

Vacancies: Social Studies - M.S. required, Physics, Girls Phy. Ed, Health, Grade 4, Middle and Upper Primary, Mr. H. R. R. E. Retired - Intermediate grades, Men Retired.

Most students are aware of the problems involved in going through the Health Service under the new medical aid law. Students may not be aware of why there is such a hassle. It is true that in the United States, the average ratio of doctors to people is 1:640 to 1:1000 people; and most think this isn't enough. However, the WSU-Stevens Point Health Service is taking steps to improve the situation, and many students are grateful.

Dr. Johnson, head and only doctor for the Health Service stated that last year 80 to 90 students were seen at the Center a day. With the existing conditions of the Service, one can understand the hassle in getting fast attention. Also, Dr. Johnson feels a new doctor should take care of the sick people, so he is unable to get into the other areas he feels a university doctor should, such as in the athletics.

Dr. Johnson stated that almost no school in the WSU system has a Health Service toward health. At Oshkosh, where there are 11,000 only a few thousand more than here, there are five doctors in the system. Each doctor for every 2,000 students, which is a little above the ratio he would like to see.

Problems

Only having one doctor to treat an entire campus, the course created some major problems. One of these is of course trying to get a doctor, able to see the doctor. In fact, most students are taken care of by the nurses at the center. Many students don't feel that this is getting adequate attention, but Johnson feels that it is in view of the doctor shortage. Of course, he cannot take the place of the doctor in many situations. He feels that 90% of the time, he or four doctors and would like a ratio of one doctor for every 3,000 students. He would also like a doctor here.

Another major problem has been emergency care for students. If the student needs medical attention he is taken to St. Michael's hospital. Here is where a problem arose in treating students.

After spending all day at the Health Service, it was physically impossible for Dr. Johnson to be on call at the hospital or to take care of students. The doctors from town who were on call did not wish to take care of students for various reasons.

The town doctors report that spoke with seemed to agree that the major reason for them leaving was the amount of people the student attended. Therefore the doctors felt they were needlessly called in many emergency cases.

This can bring up the prediction of the question that the student really needs emergency attention. If the student feels they need attention, but the doctor refused to see him, the student would be quite upset.

One doctor suggested that some sort of screening take place to see if the person really needs a doctor before one is called.

A temporary situation has set in by the Health Service taking turns on being call for all persons at the hospital with the town doctors. John would take care of one doctor for every 3,000 students. He would also like a doctor here.

Dr. Johnson stated that it is hard to attract a doctor to facilities like those we have here. A doctor which offer better facilities and better salaries can do much more by going into private practice.

Another hassle is that Stevens Point doctors wish to be a "compatible group" of doctors in this town. He said that in the future the hospital will try and keep the case and he would like to see because the doctors in all of the town will work together.

Dr. Johnson made the view of the fact that the doctors in town are not reluctant to treat students in emergencies. However, they have such a large interest in their own patients. They will take care of students. The problem is that some doctors in question of whether or not the doctor the university gets will be a good doctor to the Health Service so the town doctors will not have to do this. Considering they don't wish to treat students in emergencies, they probably would consider trivial things, probably would like a doctor to do this.

New Doctor to Arrive

Of all this, though, a solution will be the Health Service staff this coming April. They will have from Chicago who has been working in Chicago. Dr. Johnson feels he will be very good for the Health Center in that he is a young doctor, who is not just treating just treating sick people.

This problem is being helped temporarily by the expansion of the facilities of the doctor's lounge. In the basement of Nelson Hall. When this is complete there will be six meeting rooms, a washroom, and a larger lab. The lab will also be expanded to hold more records.

The ideal situation will be for more facilities to be set up. This being discussed now. What Dr. Johnson would like is something built near the hospital or in the hospital itself. This way the hospital could be readily available for use by the Health Service in emergencies. In the hospital, the university staff can do work in the hospital itself.

Dr. Johnson feels that this problem with facilities is one to be solved.

If Dr. Johnson stated, you only get paid $30,000 for the students fees about $4.50 goes to health. This compares with hospitals in Chicago where they have about $120 per doctor. Of course, the problem is that the health staff.

Dr. Johnson said that probably next year about $100 will be taken out of the student fees. The Health Service will also be efficient and modern.
Darryl Germain

Plain Old Student

INTERVIEW

Darryl Germain is a twenty-two year old student from "Marlboro Country. Other than being a university student, Mr. Germain was educated in a Catholic Cocketer and eighth years of public upper level b-ll-llb." Mr. Germain mentioned that his favorite activities were "singing along with Grace Slick and watching the White Rabbit shit." Mr. Germain stated that his favorite activities were waiting for my degree and an Apostolic Blessing with S. H Green Stamps and a map to the future.

1) In a time of social crisis, what do you believe the role of the student should be?

The first part of this phase (In times of social crisis) implies that there are times of social rest which is totally and obviously not true. But then again what is truth?

As far as the role of the student today or any other day, sleeping is one way to deal with the P.H.D, M.A., B.A., and B.S. systemized, formulated and calculated. Programmed boredom. Or you can take it all very seriously, receive good grades from your ABC, pointed-minded teachers and good recommendations from your rule-making administrative salamanders and go into plastics the day after those cap and gown robot-like exercises. Or you can join ROTC and get right into the world scene of bashing each others heads in without the usual preliminaries of an education. Or you can get a government loan, register for classes, and head anywhere in the world. Just come back in time to turn into a pressure cooker before and during finals. There are all sorts of options open for us these days and I'm brought to you by the American Dream Inc. No. Zero registered on the back of your mind.

2) How would you account for the recent decrease in the amount of student activism?

Plain Old Student

Darryl Germain

What you should know about diamonds when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed about your diamond engagement ring—thousand times. But now that you know it's for keeps, it's time to stop dreaming and start learning about diamonds and their values.

Because no two diamonds are exactly alike, jewelers have adopted existing standards to determine the relative value of each and every diamond in the world. These standards include a diamond's size (carat weight), color, cut and clarity.

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are quite rare and valued accordingly. Other shades in relative order of their worth are: blue, yellow, brown and black.

CUT: The cut of a diamond—the facets placed on it by a trained cutter—brings out the gem's fire and brilliance. Anything less than correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small impurities. A perfect diamond has no impurities determined under ten power magnification by a trained eye.

CARAT: A diamond's size is measured in carats. As a diamond increases in size, its price will increase even more if the quality remains constant. But larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller, perfect diamonds.

H.O.W. TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Send new 20 pg., booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding," plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25c.

Your Keepsake Jewelers have a complete selection of new styles. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Jewelers." Or, dial free line or mail order 600-251-4000. In Connecticut, call 800-902-0655.

COLOR: White diamonds are quite rare and valued accordingly. Other shades in relative order of their worth are: blue, yellow, brown and black.

CUT: The cut of a diamond—the facets placed on it by a trained cutter—brings out the gem's fire and brilliance. Anything less than correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small impurities. A perfect diamond has no impurities determined under ten power magnification by a trained eye.

CARAT: A diamond's size is measured in carats. As a diamond increases in size, its price will increase even more if the quality remains constant. But larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller, perfect diamonds.

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding

Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding," plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25c.

Your Keepsake Jewelers have a complete selection of new styles. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Jewelers." Or, dial free line or mail order 600-251-4000. In Connecticut, call 800-902-0655.

DIAMONDS ARE OUR SPECIALTY

GRUBBA JEWELERS

Main at Third

Stevens Point, Wis.
amendments to the Senate Constitution. One deals with the scope and power of Presidential Appointment and the other on the elimination of any discrimination against membership on the Senate.

The Pointer for the second time this semester became the forum for discussion on the topic of discussion at Thursday (night) meetings. A list of pro and con assessments of the Pointer, drawn up by the members of the Senate Body, was discussed. The Pointer was commended on the basis of its draft information, discussion of crucial issues and the creation of a social awareness. Negative assessments came on a lack of local coverage, tolerance of criticism and sensationalism. The Senate decided that since the responsibility of the Pointer is that of the entire community then the Pointer should be responsible to that community. A letter will be sent by the Senate to the Editor of the Pointer listing student opinions as well as suggested corrective measures.

The Senate then adjourned to committee meetings. The next meeting has been set for Thursday, February 18 at 7:30 pm.

Froines
continued from 2
non-violent coalition at the community level.

Froines continued by outlining the strategy for the May demonstrations that will take place in America and South Vietnam. Here in the U.S. the focus will be on Washington. Beginning May 1st demonstrators will surround the city of Washington by encampments; Sunday, May 2nd will see a mass rally. The good times will start on the 3rd. Froines noted that the only access to the Pentagon is the Shirley Highway. He urged that people throughout the nation come to the capitol in old used cars; on May 3rd every used car will break down on the Shirley Highway. To prevent the possibility that Pentagon personnel would be in harm's way by helicopters. Froines announced that a massive kite-flying campaign would take place. Helicopter props cannot contend with nylon threads. Also on the 3rd and on the 4th people will enter the city to talk to workers and to get signatures for the treaty. For the remainder of the week the people will crowd the city to prevent the government from functioning. Froines stated that when this is done, activity cannot cease; people must return to their communities to work on the treaty.

In concluding Froines stated that we must commit ourselves to the struggle and that we owe very much to the people of Vietnam for giving back to us our awareness of our humanity. "This spring we have to become a tidal wave." His parting shot: "All power to the people."

---

THE POINTER

February 15, 1971

What improvements would you suggest for this University?

I would hope that in the future all the clocks would be functional. After all, we have to know after all these years through school, church, and labor unions, "Time is money."

---

A Joint Treaty of Peace

BETWEEN THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, SOUTH VIETNAM & NORTH VIETNAM

Be it known that the American and Vietnamese people are not enemies. The war is carried out in the names of the people of the United States and South Vietnam but without our consent. It destroys the land and people of Vietnam. It drains American of its resources, its youth and its honor.

We hereby agree to end the war on the following terms, so that both peoples can live under the joy of independence and can devote themselves to building a society based on human equality and respect for the earth. In rejecting the war we also reject all forms of racism and discrimination against people based on color, class, sex, national origin and ethnic grouping which forms the basis of the war policies, present and past, of the United States.

1. The Americans agree to immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam, and publicly to set the date by which all U.S. military forces will be removed.

2. The Vietnamese pledge that as soon as the U.S. government publicly sets a date for total withdrawal, they will enter discussions to secure the release of all American prisoners, including pilots captured while bombing North Vietnam.

3. There will be an immediate cease-fire between U.S. forces and those led by the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam.

4. They will enter discussions on the procedures to guarantee the safety of all withdrawing troops.

5. The Americans pledge to end the imposition of Thieu, Ky and Khiem on the people of South Vietnam in order to insure their right to self-determination, and so that all political prisoners can be released.

6. The Vietnamese pledge to form a provisional coalition government to organize democratic elections. All parties agree to respect the results of elections in which all South Vietnamese can participate freely without the presence of any foreign troops.

7. The South Vietnamese pledge to enter discussion of procedures to guarantee the safety and political freedom of those South Vietnamese who have collaborated with the U.S. or with the U.S.-supported regime.

8. The Americans and Vietnamese agree to respect the independence, peace and neutrality of Laos and Cambodia in accord with the 1954 and 1962 Geneva conventions, and not to interfere in the internal affairs of these two countries.

9. Upon these points of agreement, we pledge to end the war and resolve all other questions in the spirit of self-determination and mutual respect for the independence and political freedom of the people of Vietnam and the United States.

By ratifying this agreement, we pledge to take whatever actions are appropriate to implement the terms of this Joint Treaty of Peace, and to insure its acceptance by the government of the United States.

Signatories

South Vietnam National Student Union
South Vietnam Liberation Students Union

North Vietnam Student Union
National Student Association

Saigon, Hanoi and Paris, December 1970

Adopted by New University Conference and Chicago Movement Meeting, January 8-10, 1971

...
**Meredith Monk Reviewed**

It is not easy to speak evasively about a performance which was somewhere between a character sketch and a voice recital. By far the most successful aspect of the dance program was the experience by Miss Monk while playing an electric bass guitar stage. The dance troupe was consistent in their intentions but nonetheless the first performance was a true taxing of one's attentive patience. It was not a polished gem of smiling faces and sharply rhythmic feet but thought to be thankful. But, Miss Monk's troupe was paradoxical and it is from the other side of her experience. There does seem to be two distinct reasons for this duality: the performers attempted too much with too little clarity; I do not mean to say that the meaning of the action was not clear to the audience, only that it was superficially and incorrectly understood. There are few artists in any medium who are able to create an image out of the dramatic and the aggregate of human activity: Miss Monk's troupe did not perform this, and hence was not a successful one. But, let us look at the background to which performance is but a segment. This year's dance performances have failed to be creative experiment. But have become much like the local dance performances in which the student performers are stretched, and tempo was the only variable of all reasonable talent proportions.

**STEVENS POINT--What would Peter J. Michelsen have said?**

The occasion show was the first public event in 350-seat recital hall at Stevens Point State University's new Fine Arts Building. The hall is named for Michelsen, who taught music on campus from 1931 to 1954 and died 10 years after his retirement.

Shows at 8 and 9 p.m. were presented by "Meredith Monk and The Hou se," a company of about nine persons billed as "underground exclusive to anew kind of off-beat theater.

The stage vignettes had little continuity, and an underlying theme was obviously nonexistent. The audience found opening events rather humorous but appeal slumped rapidly and halfway through the program people began walking out.

What would Peter J. Michelsen have said? The man who made music his life loved tradition and the classics which generation after generation kept alive through repeated concert use. One woman said she might have walked out of the hall if he would have been annoyed, a man said he would have called it crazy.

There was a music of a sort created by the viewers from playing Jow's harp's and plucking objects of various sizes. Miss Monk herself created ornamental type sounds on a chord organ with several atonal selections. Repetition of her strange sound seemed like a needle stuck in a bad patch of subjective music used as background effect in a funereal hall.

Her singing was another matter and purposely nasal in its transport of gobbledegook. Its uniqueness, perhaps, depended on the spacing even though to compare it would bring thoughts to mind of a beagle bellowing out cries at a fallen star.

Unfortunately, the entire show's only succinct qualities were total-erasure (which according to stage rumor was Miss Monk's intention), and the audience's finding that Stevens Point wasn't braced for her kind of "happening."

The ticket holder began suggesting that, if the concert ever arrived, they were asked to wait on a balcony overlooking the building. The prelude began with about 30 university drama, music and dance students joining the "professionals" in a few wild songs and frequent glassy-eyed walks to the poured-concrete rails to heave their torsos over the top.

Then the crowd was invited into the recital hall when a young lady with super articulation and eucation voiced some "meaningful" lines of modern poetry with the logic found in the question, "What would you rather do, walk or cry forever?"

Acoustics were excellent, but unfortunately, little was said through the program to accentuate the hall's greatest attributes.

Humor was subtle, but when it drew mostly nervous laughter from upper-viewers.

Guests, people would slowly and with mysterious movement walk on stage, take seats on stage and sit with a sterilized listlessness. On one occasion, one of the artists quickly rose to their feet and began doing an unseen footlock to the tune of Miss Monk's chor- ding which reportedly is to be released during 1971 Increase Recording.

It was all very strange, and that was Miss Monk's plan. It had the blessing of Uncle Sam when students were recruited to campuses across the country through the National En- dowment for the Arts.

Her work, however, is un- structured and one tracks it again on new form at different places. To be polite, she must have been in better form during her shows in New York, Washington, and other cultural hubs because her Stevens Point patrons found her format pointless.

Of course, you could throw the first stone. Remember, one man's dance is another man's religion. But still, what would Peter J. Michelsen have said?
Open Letter

To John Anderson

Mr. Anderson:

...Reading a copy of your letter of resignation to the President, caused a degree of amazement, bordering on disbelief. Though this letter is my personal reply to your action, I feel assured that they reflect the general feeling of the veteran members of the Pointer staff.

My initial thoughts after reading the letter centered on your incredible audacity. Your past performance as "advisor" has left much to be desired, as I am certain the staff will agree. Allow me to be specific. First, since the beginning of October we have held staff meetings on a weekly basis to discuss and criticize the paper for the purpose of improvement. Your office has always been involved in these meetings. However, assuming that my memory is not unduly impaired, I can only recall your attending one of these meetings, the one three times.

Secondly, unlike other members of the journalism field on campus, you have never taken time to stop in the Pointer office to offer suggestions or constructive criticism. We apologize for being unresponsive to mental telepathy.

Thirdly, your presence has never been felt when we have been working downtown at the Daily Journal office on the technical lay-out of the paper. In view of these points, I feel that you made no significant attempt to "advise" the Pointer staff but rather remained secluded in the News Service office, writing news releases..."nearly 30 a week."

To continue, I must refuse your "ivory tower" approach to campus journalism as being not only subjective and prejudiced, but unhealthy. An university student cannot develop his or her personal philosophy lacking in the essential element of objectivity that is the basis of our position. We reject the parochial view of the university, that you obviously defend, as being subjective in the extreme. Objectively speaking, this university relates to the rest of the world and we cannot deny that relationship.

To conclude, I must note that you have remained outside of the sphere of activity that produces the Pointer. You have been sitting in your room, understanding the exigencies and daily problems of producing a campus newspaper and attending classes on a full-time basis, your method of "advising" to be likened to that student, who without dormitory cubicle and rejecting the problems of the world.

I welcome your response to these comments.

James A. Jenkins
Associate Editor

PSE Replies

To the Editor:

Some people are planning a three-day fast (Monday, February 15 through Wednesday, February 17) to protest the invasion of Laos and as the local manifestation of the international call to take part in the fast and to join together at the ROTC headquarters (Old Library) to protest the presence of ROTC on campus. All those who are so inclined are invited to take part in the fast and to join together at the ROTC headquarters (Old Library) for a one-hour demonstration in front of the ROTC headquarters (Old Library).

Jim Missey
PSE

Phil Sigs Apologize

To the Editor:

My name is Tim Murray, I am a member of Sigma Epsilon Fraternity. I am writing to apologize for this letter on my own accord but I am sure that my brothers are 100% behind me.

I am so happy that we have a spectrum of viewpoints on campus. So far I have received letters from the ROTC, Town and Country, Tau Chi, Sigma Epsilon, Kappa Alpha, Epsilon Fraternity, and the Daily Mirror. (I am also sorry that the Daily Mirror did not send me a letter.)

They have all been conducted in good faith, as I feel that your letter was conduct in good faith.

I realize that some people think that what I have been saying is a poor excuse for what happened but I believe that if you read the letter, you will understand my point of view. I am not trying to justify my actions but rather to explain them.

I am also sorry that you feel that I have been disrespectful to you. I did not mean to be. I was only trying to explain my point of view.

I hope that you will understand my apology. I am sorry for any inconvenience that I may have caused you.

Thank you for your understanding.

Tim Murray
Sigma Epsilon
To the Editor:

We condemn the Empire of the U.S. and the U.S. capitalist, racist, aggression in Indochina. We must see through pig Nixon lies. He has opened up invasion into two more countries and says this is ending the war. What he is really doing is setting the stage for the use of atomic weapons and a war with China.

We must also realize the real reason this is being done, and that is Capitalism. The troops are there to protect the economic interests of the ruling class.

The war is also a racist war. The same type of war was conceived in racism. The so-called proof is that we are fighting in concentration camps, but Japanese Americans, it was we in Germany we used atomic bombs on but Japan. We ourselves know the rate and destruction that goes on daily in Indochina, how it is nothing less than the horror of World War II. From the genocide at home of our Black brothers and sisters carried out by the fascist police force for the ruling class.

The same ideology of blackness here, and the genocide of people by the people of Capitalism for being the reason for this genocide.

Abortion is the first step in the war on the poor. The rich are trying to control the working class. We are in a C.O.O.P. Housing Underway.

To the Editor:

The C.O.O.P. student housing co-op is being started here at UW in Madison.

The co-op will be located on 25 to 40 acres near Stevens Point (exact location to be determined). The co-op will consist of 3-3 bedroom homes, 150 ft. square, constructed having a 22.5 sq. ft. living room, 70.4 sq. ft. dining room, 12 sq. ft. kitchen, 108 sq. ft. bedrooms (111.36 sq. ft., 122.06 sq. ft., & 125.28 sq. ft.), bathroom, (shower & toilet), utility room and lots of close space.

The co-op is not made up of the usual homeowners. The co-op members will have to provide their own furniture. The co-op members will be charged $175.00 for each person in the co-op. Of course there are the usual calls for the co-op members to be "Green" in nature, and what is murder?

Abortion Is Murder

To the Editor:

Do you expect a person who says he is a Christian kill not only human beings? We also know of including business, economics, bombs on but Japan. We our-those interested in working on beings?

Blind Loaders

Editor, I am time to stop aggression in Indochina. First we invaded Vietnam and now Laos. Will there never be an end? I think there should be a new idea that the U.S. will be an end to this idiocy. The people have been in the cast iron and folded Imperialist governments long enough. This is the time for a change and change will come. There has been violence in the past. But our corp has been bombing people have been shot down in cold blooded murder. When the experiment is finished, there are people in their country and the American people have a right to be in Viet Nam. So why are we over there? To satisfy our government. Imperialistic greed that’s why. There can be no other reason. I believe that greed breeds aggression. And capitalism breeds greed. Therefore we are caught in a deadly spiral that will eventually cast its eyes of doubt on a people whom we know to be loyal and patriotic. That caste of fear had the majority of Congress saying that we should support people who cromed State lines with the intent of creating a civil disturbance. Enforcement of such a law requires knowing what is a in a traveler’s mind. What was the Army to do, but to hold the lead of Congress? It is little wonder that some charged with protecting against civil disorder read their mandate broadly, enough to have them set up a new contract, designed to find what was in the minds of people whom the Army felt might cause trouble people whom the majority of Congress said should be in jails, and left innocent people. Those who seek to read the political minds of legitimate dissenters must expect the mind readers to read any mind they please.

Gonzales (D. Tex) in the House Dec. 9 (abr).

Back-To-Bombin Advisers Forbush

President Nixon has decided to use the threat of escalation in the air to prevent the enemy from building up its capacity to make war in South Vietnam.

...It may sound impressive to speak of bombing Hanoi, mining Haiphong harbor and destroying the rail lines to China. Yet it is worth recalling that during the entire course of the French Indochina war, the French actually controlled Hanoi, Haiphong harbor, and the China rail lines-all still the enemy was able to succeed in a successful guerrilla war throughout Indochina. It is hard to conceive how bombing of these targets will succeed where French control failed.

-From Goodell’s last speech in the Senate Dec. 22.
Kathy's Kitchen

Yogurt

Yogurt is very good for you. But in order to eat it you have to be very serious about good health. It tastes just terrible.

If you mix it with sugar or fruit it is palatable. But for Indian and Middle-Eastern foods it is indispensable - which is the major reason I'm including it here.

Yogurt is tricky, and I've had some dramatic failures. But if you are careful, and use the ingredients specified, you should succeed.

So: Combine in a medium-size heavy saucepan:

2 C water
1 C dry milk (Don't use regular milk)
1 1/2 cęnt can (5 oz.) evaporated milk (optional)
Mix together and heat over medium heat until scalded, i.e. just below the boiling point. (A film should form on the top of the mixture.)

Remove from heat and let the mixture cool to between 90 and 120 degrees; you'll need a candy or cheese thermometer for this. It is best to keep the temperature lower rather than higher; the yogurt culture is killed by too much heat.

When properly cooled, stir in 2 heaping tablespoons Dr. Gaymont's unflavored yogurt. Other brands have more additives, and are less likely to serve as successful cultures.

Now you must keep the mixture between 90 and 120 degrees during the 3 to 6 hours which it will require to become yogurt. This is difficult. I put the saucepan, with thermometer in it, into the oven, turn the heat on as low as possible, and leave the oven door open. Check the temperature every 15 minutes or so. If it is too low, partially close the door; if too high, pull the oven rack part-way out of the oven. Again, it is better to keep the temperature lower rather than higher.

DON'T TOUCH the mixture while it sits. You'll want to put your finger into it to see if it has thickened. DON'T. Instead, at the end of 3 hours GENTLY shake the pan. It will be obvious whether there is a liquid or a creamy-thick yogurt. Check it periodically in this way until thickens.

Then remove from the oven, let cool, remove thickened "crust" formed on top, and store remainder in the refrigerator. Use this yogurt as the culture for your next batch.

If, after 5 or 6 hours, you have a mixture of small white particles suspended in a cloudy liquid, and there appears no hope of a thick cohesive yogurt, you have failed. Try again.

Good luck.

To Kathy's Kitchen

I get my masa at the IGA. You, since some "migrants" have settled in Portage County, for the last five or six summers it is available all year round instead of only in the summer. That is, more or less-sometimes they are out and you have to go to the Southside of Madison last Thursday, something. I usually manage to pick up at one third or one fourth the price, when they put a broken bag held together with masking tape into the bargain basket.

Do you have a tortilla press? If you are planning to make tortillas without one, you are very brave-but may I offer to lend you mine for an occasion? It brought mine into the day of 20 below zero to read THE POINTER and find that someone in the production ice-box of a state employs Mexican food! Maybe we can exchange enchilada sauce recipes some day!

Mrs. J. L. Schulz
C-0 Mr. Schulz, Classroom Center 463
(608) 344-6441

Teacher Grant

Eighteen faculty members at Stevens Point State University have been awarded teacher or improvement assignments either for next summer, or fall or all of the next academic school year, according to Dr. Gordon Haferbricker, vice president for academic affairs.
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West Point Grad Says My Lai Typical

My four years at West Point as a cadet, and my year in Vietnam as a captain in the Infantry, lead me to judge that far from being foreign, the incident-and particularly the cover-up-represent the true character of the U.S. Army today, and specifically of the U.S. Military Academy. Paradoxically, West Point's famous "honor code" instills in future officers the notion that it may be necessary and even desirable to suppress facts in order to protect the "image" of the Army.

West Point is more than a small part of the Army; in terms of leadership and attitude, it is the Army. It is also, essentially, a closed institution. Since 1823 every superintendent has been a graduate. The tactical department, the academic department, and the athletic departments are predominantly staffed with graduates. And the returning alumnus tends to bring with him the same philosophy and mission orientation he learned at West Point in the first place. The American people do not know nearly enough about the institution which produces this small, powerful, and self-perpetuating elite.

A cadet does not lie, steal, or cheat. This is the West Point honor code, and in itself it raises a wholly admirable standard. But in practice it is a method rigidly policing a cadet's every movement and substituting a set of regulations for the development of personal moral judgment, and of indoctrinating the cadets in the principle of blind obedience to military authority.

There is an almost religious reverence for this simplicity and absolute code throughout the corps of cadets. Their pride stems from its glorified tradition, and the fact that cadets themselves administer the honor system.

The system is meant to control 4,000 aggressive, virile young men living in the narrow, gray confines of the U.S. Military Academy; 4,000 young men whose natural propensities must be controlled for "image" purposes. It is particularly concerning with what can happen at night, when cadets might wander off post into the wickedness and perversity of the outside world to indulge in what they see fit, and make fools of themselves in front of the Great American Public.

But even the West Point system cannot prevent close friendship among young men who have struggled through plebe year together. Because of the finality of an honor violation, the tendency develops among friends not to investigate suspected offenders thoroughly. As a senior, I had suspicion of a cheating ring involving members of the major athletic teams. So did others. But instead of investigating, we shut our eyes. One of my classmates had more than suspicions, since his roommate played a central role in the ring. He estimates that as much as one sixth of our class, or about ninety cadets, were involved in the scandal which never became a scandal.

A year after I graduated an honor scandal did occur. About 18 members of the class of 1968 had organized a cheating ring centered primarily around physics exams. Since different instructors of different sections teach the same lessons and administer the same tests to all their sections at different hours, it was an easy racket to pull off. How these young men were caught is not clear and it is really unimportant. The important fact is that no one outside the corps of cadets and the administration found out about it.

The authorities purposely dismissed the ignorable cadet—one of whom was the son of a prominent Army general—one and two at a time over a two-week period, so that the press would not get wind of the scandal. During this period, all cadets were assembled and told the essential facts in order to minimize unwholesome rumors. They were ordered to decline to answer the questions of reporters. The central message of their briefing was this: if the cadets exercised strict discipline, no one outside West Point would ever know—any image of the Academy would be protected.

Where the image of West Point is concerned, the practice of deceit is acceptable, and it is all the more acceptable where the image of the Army and distinguished graduates is concerned as well. West Point sets the example: if an incident reflects unfavorably upon the Army, cover it up. Forty years is a long time for a young man to live under West Point's intellectually and morally stultifying conditions.

When he graduates, the honor system has taught him that obedience and conformity are the highest virtues.

After a few years of 'career' military service, rule-worship sometimes entirely supplants moral integrity. If a military superior should then give an order to wipe out a village, to search and destroy, or to cover up a massacre of unarmed women and children, the loyal Academy-trained or Academy-influenced officer of whatever rank is well prepared to obey.
Reopening Your Classification

Copyright 1971 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro

"Reopening" is the most important step in the selective service process. Unless you can per-
suade the draft board to "reopen" your classification and reconsider it, you may never gain the new classification you desire.

No classification can ever be changed until it has first been reopened for thorough reconsideration. Reopening is a preliminary screening process. It upholds claims that a classification is based on the very best evidence available.

How To Win the Lottery

Copyright 1971 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro

In the last few months we have been receiving hundreds of inquiries about the lottery procedure. While our book can by no means exhaust the subject, it is easy to follow but also perfectly legal.

How To Win the Draft Lottery

"How to Win the Draft Lottery" does not just 'possibly.' It is essential to a and win the lottery. The plan allows you to win the lottery without risking a year of vulnerability, or even a single day of conscription.

WREMEMBER the "W" is silent!

WRANGLER-
GALS GO FOR BOY SHAPING

Femmes go for flares, cut a boy with low-rise waist, side-swing pockets, loops and belts.

Wash-happy 10 oz. rigid cotton denim. Black: dark blue, brown, white, light blue, light brown, natural orange, red, new blue, fine weave lazer wash denim. Sizes: 26%, 27%, 28%, 30, 32%: Acid wash, acid denim available in 30, 32, 34" insans. Other numbers in insans only...

JIM LAABS MUSIC

HAS USED

ELECTRIC GUITARS

$15 and up

USED AMPLIFIERS

$30 and up

JIM LAABS MUSIC

928 MAIN ST., STEVENS POINT

OPEN MON.-SAT. 9-5 TUES. & FRI. 9-9
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Mastering The Draft

Are Your Morals Fit For The Draft?

Copyright 1971 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro

Immorality and the Draft

Though it may appear ironic to some people, the Army does not want criminals in the ranks. The reasons used to keep these undesirable members out are mildly amusing, quite complex and, understandably, not understood.

A young man’s moral acceptability will be determined at his preinduction medical examination. If he has been convicted of a felony (generally a crime with a maximum sentence of one or more years in prison) he will not be accepted for induction at the time of his physical. However, his case will be sent to an Armed Forces Moral Waiver Determination Board. This Board will review his application and may, in its discretion, "waive" the moral disqualification and accept the registrant. The registrant has no control over this decision and may, if the decision is "waive," have his waiver in question. Therefore, check the charges against you.

Traffic offenses require a waiver, the U.S. Army Recruiting Commission.

Traffic offenses are very important. In each of these cases, a waiver may or may not be granted, depending on the results of an investigation. In addition, it is vital that you follow the criminal records. Disqualification may result if the registrant has been found to have "frequent difficulties with law enforcement agencies, criminal tendencies, a history of antisocial behavior, alcoholism, drug addiction, sexual misconduct, questionable moral character, or traits of character which make him unfit to associate with other men. Once again, however, such disqualification may be waived.

There is, however, one situation in which a waiver will not be granted, regardless of circumstances. This is the case of a registrant who has committed a single traffic violation and is found guilty of a traffic offense. The disqualification will last only so long as the charges remain pending. In some cases, a young man with criminal charges pending against him will have the judge grant him an emergency service in the stead of a trial. According to Army Regulations, the young man will still remain unacceptable.

However, young men who have violated the draft law and who, as an alternative to trial, are offered the option of being inducted, are acceptable. This means the chance of being accepted before any offers from a judge.

Men on parole, probation, suspended sentence or conditional release are generally not acceptable and will be disqualified for so long as they have an obligation to the court. The exceptions arise when the suspended sentence is conditional or the probation is "unclassified." In such cases, registrant may be found immediately acceptable.

A young man who is disqualified as morally unfit and for no other reason will be considered "administratively disqualified" and will be placed in class IV-F.

Some young men have reasoned that it would be better to refuse to be inducted and avoid having to refuse induction (a felony also). Why not choose a felony with a maximum sentence of say three years rather than risk five years reinduction?

Such reasoning is faulty. In the first place, committing a felony does not mean a registrant will not be drafted since a moral waiver is available. Secondly, even if a waiver is wrongly granted, the registrant might be inducted anyway.

The courts have consistently refused to overturn the judgment of the Armed Forces. For example, in one recent case, a registrant argued that he should not have been ordered for induction since criminal charges were pending against him. The court responded: "To adopt the petitioner's contention would mean that a registrant who has been ordered to report for induction could, prior to the date he is ordered to report, commit an offense and, if the charge was pending at the date he is to be inducted, use his criminal activity to his benefit as a valid reason for refusing to be inducted."

A reasonable view is that the regulation does not preclude the authorities from accepting a registrant when it determines after inquiry that the registrant is morally fit pending criminal charges... While the regulation creates a right in the armed forces to refuse to accept a registrant, it creates no right in the registrant to refuse to be inducted.

We welcome your questions and comments. Please send them to "Mastering the Draft," Suite 1202, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Homosexuality And Uncle Sam

Some young men have been studying the Army's list of disqualifying medical and psychological defects in search of ailments whose only objective signs are symptoms which the examinee alone can relate. Hearing letters from their family physician or psychiatrist, these young men reveal back injuries, migraine headaches, allergies, or psychoses, etc., developed shortly before their preinduction physicals. With only the family doctor's letter and the registrant's own testimony to go on, the examining doctor will usually reject.

One common ailment is listed by the Army as "character and behavior disorders as evidenced by . . . overt homosexuality or other forms of sexual deviant practices such as exhibitionism, transvestism, voyeurism, etc." Notice, the rejection is for overt homosexuality, i.e., a practicing homosexual not a state of mind. In some cities, groups have organized and trained to become "overt homosexuals" in order to convince skeptical private doctors or Armed Forces Entrance and Examining Station (AFEES) personnel. Other registrants have located helpful doctors through organizations such as the Medical Committee for Human Rights.

Will those young men be rejected? Under the law, AFEES examining doctors have no obligation to disqualify a registrant merely because he appears at this physical with a doctor's letter stating he is an overt homosexual. (Bear in mind that under Army Regulations, an examining doctor can choose to ignore letters from a psychologist, as distinguished from a full-fledged psychiatrist.) The doctor may exercise his own judgement and decide the examinee is acceptable. He may follow the Army Regulations' advice that "the more desirable time for evaluating the individual's functional ability from a psychiatric standpoint is during his basic training period (i.e., in boot camp)."

On the other hand, the examining doctor may follow an informal directive recently issued to examining doctors: "More credence should be given to diagnosis made under private physicians, especially in the area of psychiatry. If evidence is submitted which is disqualifying, then disqualification is warranted." Is there any way for the examining doctor to decide which of these two directives is better for certain if the examinee is taking? Our interviews revealed a divided opinion.
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1 TIMELY TIPS!!

CHARMING OIL LAMPS • SCENTED KEROSENE CANDLES • INCENSE SEALING WAX • FRIENDSHIP BOOKS SOFT TOUCH CARDS • LANTERNS PEACE RINGS • MOBILES • PENNY CANDIES • CAMEL BELS • PUZZLES COFFEE MUGS • BEER MUGS VASES • GLASS FLOWERS • CAMEL WARE • MINIATURE CERAMICS AND OUR CHARMING SODA FOUNTAIN AND LUNCHEONETTE YOU WILL BE HAPPY THAT YOU STOPPED AT THE STORE THAT KNOWS WHAT YOU LIKE!

Weslenberger's DOWNTOWN MAIN OF STRONGS

UAB CIN THEATRE PRESENTS CMELLO

ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL BEER DRINKING CONTEST

NEW YEAR'S EVE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1973

BERENS BARBER SHOP

Next to Sport Shop Phone 344-4936

THE LATEST IN STYLING AND RAZOR CUTTING

ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL BEER DRINKING CONTEST

WED., FEB. 17 2:00 P.M.

LITTLE JOE'S DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT
Theological Education Assistance

On Monday, February 22, 1971, from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m., Mr. Edward Gerber will be at Newman Center, 1125 Fremont St., Milwauk­ee.
Krueger's Worries

STEVE'S POINT—If Stevens Point State basketball Coach Bob Krueger doesn't have an ulcer condition now he probably will never get one.

His Pointers have given him cause to worry all season despite winning 14 of 18 starts as they have what could be described as a runaway at one occasion all year.

"Things will not get any easier for Stevens Point or for Krueger as the Pointers host a pair of teams—had nothing—but trouble with earlier in the season.

On Friday night they will host River Falls and then on Saturday will entertain Superior. Neither team on paper should cause the Pointers any great difficulty but this undoubtedly will not be the case.

Saturday's game will be the annual Mother's Night, with Mothers being honored before the game.

River Falls will bring into the game a modest record of 9-6 in Wisconsin State University Conference action while Superior has managed to win just one of 12 WSUC starts and that was against River Falls.

Meanwhile Stevens Point will be hoping to move into a tie for possession of second place in the WSUC with Stout. This could come about if the Pointers were to win both of its weekend doubleheaders and Superior was stumbling at either Platteville on Friday or at Oshkosh on Saturday.

At this time the Pointers are in a virtual tie for second with the Blue Devils. The Pointers stand at 9-3 while Stout is at 8-2.

After this weekend's games the Pointers will have just two WSUC games left on their schedule. The following Saturday they will host Oshkosh and on Feb. 22 they will travel to Whitewater to conclude the regular season schedule.

Both Stevens Point and Stout have high hopes of latching on to the second WSUC berth in the season's end District 14 NAIA basketball tournament, that both teams will win their remaining games. This will be tough for both schools but much more difficult for Stout as included in its schedule is a date with Eau Claire, winner of 12 straight conference games.

On a two-day trip up North in early January the Pointers ran into more trouble than anticipated on both of their stops...on Friday in River Falls they were extended into overtime before turning back the pesky Falcons, 59-58 decision.

At the time of those games River Falls had won only against Superior while the Yellowjackets were wireless in league play.

The Pointers haven't been able to get over the hump they have formed of winning by the slimmest of margins. Just Monday night they had to go into overtime before disposing of LaCrosse and before that squreakers with Platteville, Stout, St. Norbert and Eau Claire.

Stevens Point, with Tom Ritzenhailer leading the way, has played consistent ball all season. The experience of Ritzenhailer and other seniors Bob Henning and Quinn Vanden Heuel at the guard positions and Terry Ami son in the middle has been the main reason for the success of the Pointers this season and their ability to pull out the close games.

Both River Falls and Superior will bring to town teams that have shown much improvement over the past two or three weeks and this could mean additional problems for the Pointers.

River Falls has won two of its last three starts...against LaCrosse ten days ago and against Platteville this past Saturday.

"We finally have started to jell," reported River Falls Coach Newman Benson. "The big reasons for our improved play has been Jerry Hughes and Ron Penning. Hughes took over here from Eau Claire and has provided us with the leadership we lacked earlier in the year. At the same time Penning has stepped to come around. He was out of shape earlier in the year because of sitting out a semester and he has helped both offensively and defensively," added Benson.

Penning, who sparked River Falls to its best start of the season, was cited as this week's WSUC player of the week.

The 6-9 center from Kielter, Minn., accounted for 34 rebounds and 38 points in three games, including a last second basket which tripped Plattevil le, 69-64.

Penning, who transferred to River Falls from Worthington (Minn.) Junior College, scored 21 points and grabbed ten rebounds in a victory over LaCrosse, had 38 points and 14 rebounds against Platteville, and accounted for 18 points and 10 rebounds in a loss to Oshkosh.

River Falls will start Hughes, a 6-1 senior from Barron, at one of the guard spots and Penning, at center. Benson said that the other three starting spots would be selected from Bob Parker, Randy Schmidt, John Langlois or Ray Swentala.

Hughes, currently leading the Falcon scorers with 15.7 points per game, is at 14.5. Parker is at 13.0 and Schulz, who was injured the first time around, is the final Falcon in double figures at 11.2.

In the first game Ri­ tzenhailer led the Pointers in scoring with 35 points. This was the Baraboo senior's season and career high. In that game he became the Pointer's all-time leading career scorer as he surpassed LaVern Luebsarto's mark of 1,366.

Since that time Ritzenhailer has added heavily to his career total and in the win again LaCrosse on Monday he set two more Pointers records. He surpassed both the number of field goals made and number of field goals attempted records which were previously held by Mike Hughes at 191 and 399 respectively. Ritzenhailer has now 201 and 409 attempts.

Ritzenhailer is rapidly closing in on another of Hughes' records of most points scored in a single season. Ritzenhailer has now totaled 453 and could go over Hughes' mark of 474 on Friday with 22 points. He is averaging 23.4 a game this season so this is within reach...if not on Friday for sure on Saturday.

Superior, like River Falls, has been improving with each game, but unlike River Falls the Yellowjackets, don't have wins to show for their efforts.

It was two years ago when the Pointers and Stout tied for the WSUC championship that Superior played a big role in giving Stevens Point a share of the title. The Yellowjackets upset the Blue Devils to give both Point and Stout two losses.

Meanwhile Krueger is undecided about his complete lineup. He is sure about Hen­ ning and Vanden Heuel at the guards and Ammonson at center but the forward spot along side Ritzenhailer is still up for grabs.

Dean Wucherer has started five of the last six games...with the lone exception against Eau Claire where Jim Olson got the starting assignment. These two along with Russ Kurth, who came off the bench to score 10 points at Eau Claire, are also being considered. Competition brings out the best in an athlete and this could benefit the Pointers in scoring for the Pointers is Vanden Heuel with an average of 14.7. He has had two straight 10-point performances to go with 22 points against Platteville.

Next is Henning with a fine 13.4 mark. Wucherer is at 6.3, Ammonson at 6.4, Olsen at 6.0 and Kurth at an even four points a game.

Ritzenhailer is also the leading free throw shooter and has the best shooting average from the floor. He has made 92 of 95 free throws for a percentage of 76.2 and he is shooting 46.9 percent from the floor.

Offensively the Pointers have averaged 76.1 points a game while giving up 71.1 an outing. This winning margin of just three reflects the closeness of the games they have been in­ volved in. This figure is more significant when you consider that they have an overall record of 14-4.

The Pointer freshmen will play preliminary against intramural teams on both Friday and Saturday. They are currently the leaders and have a four game losing streak which they will be out to snap.
Sports Action

STEVEN'S POINT—Weather permitting all four of the Stevens Point State winter sports teams will be in action for the first time this season. They were all supposed to see action last weekend but a snowstorm on Friday nipped out dates for the wrestling team at Platteville and at the University of Dubuque.

Two of the four squads will be busy on both Friday and Saturday. The basketball team will host River Falls on Friday and Superior on Saturday. The swimmers will be at home against Michigan Tech on Friday (4 p.m.) and on Saturday (2 p.m.) against both LaCrosse and Stout.

The other two teams will see action just Saturday. At that time the wrestlers will see action at Whitewater when they participate in a triple dual. Also the gymnastics squad will host LaCrosse and Stout Saturday afternoon at 1:30 p.m.

The basketball team will be trying to regain sole possession of second place when they face both the Falcons and the Yellowjackets. Wins on both nights are important for the Pointers as they continue their bid for runner-up honors in the Wisconsin State University Conference. River Falls is just 3-9 in league play while Superior is last with a 2-11 mark.

At Whitewater the wrestlers will swing into action for the first time since early January. They will meet the Warhawks. Eau Claire and Eastern Illinois in the triple dual.

Pointer gymnastics coach Curt Reams received some bad news earlier in the week when he learned Norm Olsen, an all-around performer from Mt. Prospect, Ill., will be lost for the second semester because of grade problems.

LaCrosse is far and away the top team in the WSEC this year and it will strictly be a battle for the second spot, which until the loss of Olsen, Reams felt the Pointers had a chance. Reams will put Larry De Pons in the second all-around position behind Paul DeChant.

DePons has been participating in five of the six events previously. The maintenance crew which looks after the ice rink near the Physical Education Center, has been hindered by weather conditions this season. For this reason, the Pointers have used the rink near Gaerke Field. It is hoped that the campus rink will be ready for the WSU Tournament. Saturday the top notch freshmen will go in the 200-individual medley, the 200-butterfly and either the butterfly leg of the 400-medley relay or the 200-backstroke.

The Pointers will be seeing an improvement in their overall record of 1-4. Against LaCrosse on Saturday they will be knocking heads with the conference's defending champion. Blair feels Stout should give LaCrosse a good shot Saturday and that the team with the greatest amount of depth will take the WSU championship in mid-March.

Hockey Tournament Here

Stevens Point's hockey club, riding high after blitzing Platteville 12-4, will face the Warriors from Marquette on Sunday, February 14 on home ice. This will be the final game for the Pointers, before they play host at the WSU Tournament on February 20-21.

Thus far this season, Erv Jankowski's hockey players have won three games, while losing four. Three of the losses, however, have been to universities who participate at an intercollegiate level. This year, hockey is considered a major sport on those campuses, whereas at Stevens Point, the members of the club cannot become lettermen in hockey.

Mark Schaefer, the leading scorer on the club with nine goals and four assists, is the center for Coach Jankowski's most productive and handling line. Mark is winged on the left by Gary Kiusowski, who has five goals, and two assists, and on the right by Joe Rheinschmidt who has six goals and two assists. What is more remarkable, is the fact that all three are freshmen.

The goaliekeeper for the Pointers is Dan Siedel, a junior from Green Bay. Siedel has shut out Platteville twice and held St. Norberts to just one goal, during his club's three victories.

Against Michigan Tech on Friday Pointer swim coach Lynn (Red) Blair will again do some experimenting with his lineup.

He plans to swim Jeff Busse, formerly of Stevens Point, Jacobs, in the 1,000 yard freestyle, the 200-butterfly and in the 200-backstroke. On